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Geography is Global 
by Kate Swanson, Ph.D.  & !omas Herman, Ph.D.

When people learn that we’re geography professors, 
they’re o!en surprised, perhaps due to the relative 
obscurity of the discipline. Many then feel the need 
to confess that they’re “terrible” at geography, and 
mumble something about not knowing where any-
thing is. Admittedly, geography education has a bad 
reputation. For some, geography involves little more 
than rote memorization and coloring in maps with 
complimentary colors. It may be for this reason that 
the state of geography education in the United States is 
grim. Study a!er study point to the embarrassing lack 
of geographical knowledge among our young people, 
something that is o!en mocked abroad (Mercer, 2001). 
Ten years ago, National Geographic reported that 9 out 
10 young Americans were unable to "nd Afghanistan 
on a map of Asia. A further 63 percent couldn’t "nd 
Iraq on a map of the Middle East (National Geograph-
ic, 2006). #is is despite the fact that United States had 
active military deployments in both of these nations at 
the time. Today, the situation hasn’t improved. A recent 
national report found that 73 percent of 8th graders 
tested below pro"cient in geography (NAEP, 2014). 
Worse still, a report from the Government Account-
ability O$ce discovered that more than half of social 
studies teachers spend 10 percent or less of their time 
on geography education (GAO, 2015). 

We see the e%ects of this in our geography classes at 
San Diego State University.  Very few of the students 
entering our classes have taken a stand alone high 
school geography class. And it shows. On the "rst day 
of one of our big introductory classes, we ask students 
to draw a map of the world. #e results are embarrass-
ingly bad (Figure 1). #eir knowledge of the world 
and current events outside of the U.S. is equally dire. 

Moreover, very few of our students understand what 
contemporary geography is all about. In an incoming 
class survey, we ask students what they hope to get out 
of our classes. Beyond declaring their hopes to “get 
an A”, many state that they’re taking a geography class 
because they “hope to learn where things are so they 
can travel to them.” 

Kate is Associate Professor of Geography 
at San Diego State University and Alliance 
Coordinator for the California Geograph-
ic Alliance. Born in Ontario, Canada, 
Kate’s studies and research have taken her 
around the world to study environmental 
policy in China, indigenous land rights 
in Hondouras, and migrant women and 
children in Equadorian Andes. 

Tom is Adjunct Professor of Geography at 
San Diego State University and Director 
for the California Geographic Alliance. 
His research in urban social geography 
and children and families bene!ts teach-
ers and students through his project work 
in schools and communities. Tom is also 
Project Director of the Center for Interdis-
ciplinary Studies of Youth and Space.

Figure 1: A university freshman’s map of the world in an 
introductory human geography class 

Here’s the thing: geography is so much more than maps 
and place names! Geography is a rich and applied dis-
cipline that is incredibly relevant to today’s globalized 
world. Geographers study interconnections between 
people, places and environments. While historians may 
ask what happened, geographers ask where and why? 
In other words, place matters to geographers. We use 
place and scale as tools to trace connections between 
seemingly unrelated global events. Geographic anal-
yses cut across scales to explore complex local-global 
connections pertaining to social and environmental is-
sues such as climate change, global commodity chains, 
food security, urbanization, immigration, among 
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others pressing current events. As Geographer and Esri 
Education Manager Joseph Kerski puts it, “To grapple 
with these issues requires graduates that have a "rm 
foundation in spatial thinking, skills, and foundations; 
those who can see the ‘big picture’ but that understand 
how di%erent patterns and trends are related from a 
global scale down to the local community” (Kerski, 
2016).

For instance, in Kate’s Environment and Development 
class, she begins the semester with the question: Why 
is Haiti the poorest country in the Western Hemi-
sphere? A geographically broad analysis requires 
working across scales to understand how the social, 
environmental, economic and political conditions led 
to such uneven development in the region. To under-
stand the ‘big picture,’ her students delve into Haiti’s 
rich history and geography to explore how: Haiti was 
one of the "rst region’s colonized by Columbus; how it 
was once France’s most pro"table colony; how it was 
home to the "rst successful slave revolt; how it housed 
prominent Haitian intellectuals; how it became subject 
to French neocolonialism and American imperialism; 
and how it became crippled by European racism, U.S. 
expansionism and Haitian authoritarianism. To un-
derstand Haiti’s present, we need to explore intercon-
nections across time and space. Or as stated by Paul 
Farmer, an anthropologist and physician known for 
humanitarian work in Haiti, “Without a historically 
deep and geographically broad analysis, one that takes 
into account political economy, we risk seeing only 
the residue of meaning. We see the puddles, perhaps, 
but not the rainstorms and certainly not the gathering 
thunderclouds.” (2004, pg. 309)

Given this historically and geographically broad 
analysis, she then asks her class: Why did Haiti’s 2010 
earthquake have such a disproportionately devastating 
impact on the nation? Geographer Neil Smith sug-
gests that there’s no such thing as a “natural” disaster 
(2006). He argues that in order to fully comprehend 
the consequences of environmental disasters, we must 
understand the social, environmental, political and 
geographical contexts. Vulnerability, he states, is highly 
di%erentiated by race, class, and geography. By the time 
the 2010 earthquake hit Haiti, 80 percent of the na-
tion was living in poverty. #e earthquake caused over 
318,000 deaths and le! over one million people home-
less. Were the devastating impacts of the earthquake 
“natural,” or were they a consequences of centuries of 

uneven development in Haiti? Why were the impacts 
of a similarly scaled 2010 earthquake in Mexicali, Mex-
ico minimal in comparison? Smith (2006) goes on to 
state, “In every phase and aspect of a disaster – causes, 
vulnerability, preparedness, results and response, and 
reconstruction – the contours of disaster and the dif-
ference between who lives and who dies is to a greater 
or lesser extent a social calculus.”

We can use spatial thinking to ask countless critical 
questions about our world, such as why are there are 
such vast disparities between the so-called Global 
North and Global South? Why are there such high 
rates of outmigration from poorer countries in the 
south to wealthier countries in the north? Around the 
world, we see wide gaps between countries – and with-
in countries – that are evident through rates of poverty, 
access to resources, health, gender equality, food secu-
rity, outmigration, and urbanization, among others. To 
explore these disparities spatially, Esri’s GeoInquiries 
are a great resource for student investigation. GeoIn-
quiries direct students to webmaps focused on a topic 
or theme, and use an inquiry process for students to 
ask questions, acquire data, explore and analyze infor-
mation, and act on their new knowledge and under-
standing. (See Figure 3) Using Arc GIS online, students 
can also create maps that overlay various global indices 
to see di%erences and patterns around the world. For 
instance, the Esri Human Development Index GeoIn-
quiry (http://edcommunity.esri.com/Resources/Collec-
tions/human_geoinquiries) allows students to overlay 
a GNI per capita layer with a gender inequality layer to 
explore how economic development is associated with 
gender equality around the world (with the exception 
of the Persian Gulf oil states, wealthier countries have 
higher levels of gender equality). #is can be a power-
ful exercise to help students understand and question 
global patterns and trends. 

Geographic literacy and spatial thinking will help our 
young people understand and overcome increasingly 
complex global challenges. Climate change is another 
particularly complex challenge that is already having 
signi"cant impacts around the world. To tackle climate 
change, we need collective and global solutions that 
address how our planet’s peoples, places and environ-
ments are deeply interconnected. For instance, carbon 
emissions from the world’s largest countries lead to 
uneven impacts on some of the world’s smallest coun-
tries. Tuvalu, a low-lying nation of islands in South 
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Paci"c, is a case in point. Currently, Tuvalu is at great 
risk from rising sea levels caused by melting Arctic 
ice. Due to carbon emissions from China, Canada, the 
United States and other fossil fuel intensive countries, 
the nation of Tuvulu is sinking into the Paci"c Ocean. 
Students must learn how local actions can have pro-
found global consequences (Figure 2). 

Figure 2: A global plea from a resident on the island nation 
of Tuvulu 
Source: https://climatefriend."les.wordpress.
com/2009/04/2.jpg

At a time when the world is more interconnected than 
ever due to rapid political, economic and cultural 
globalization, geographic skills and geographic literacy 
are more important than ever. With growing environ-
mental problems, rising demographic change, rapid 
urban growth, and increasing political threats around 
the globe, American students cannot a%ord to remain 
ignorant of the world around them. #e discipline of 
geography is essential as it o%ers tools to help students 
cultivate critical and spatial skills that are indispens-
able for 21st century learners.  

Fortunately, there are steps that teachers and school 
administrators can take to "x this problematic gap in 
our school curriculum. 

•  Advocate for the inclusion of curriculum, instruc-
tion, assessment, and professional development in 
geography and global studies; ensure that your Local 
Control Accountability Plans (LCAP) specify these 
needs
•  Use the inquiry arc presented in the College, Ca-
reer, and Civic Life (C3) Framework for Social Studies 
Standards and included in the new California Histo-
ry-Social Science Framework – this process re&ects 

how geography is used to make decisions, think criti-
cally, ask important questions, and present compelling 
arguments
•  Integrate geospatial technologies use and STEM edu-
cation to promote social science education; coordinate 
with College and Technical Education (CTE) programs 
as well
•  Contact the California Geographic Alliance (CGA) 
at www.calgeography.org for available professional 
learning programs and resources

We like to say that today’s geography education is not 
your grandparent’s geography education. Long gone 
are the days of labeling and coloring maps and mem-
orizing place names. Today’s world requires complex 
thinking for the purposes of solving human and envi-
ronmental issues that emerge at various scales a%ecting 
individuals, communities, regions, and our planet. 
Our new California History-Social Science Frame-
work replaces the outdated and simpli"ed "ve themes 
of geography (i.e., location, place, region, movement, 
human-environmental interaction), which still serve as 
good organizers of information, with a focus on geo-
graphic reasoning. Geographic reasoning requires the 
use of spatial and environmental perspectives, skills 
in asking and answering questions, and the ability to 
apply geographic representations including maps, im-
agery, and geospatial technologies. A spatial perspec-
tive is about whereness. Where are people and things 
located? Why there? What are the consequences? An 
environmental perspective views people as living in 
interdependent relationships within diverse environ-
ments. #inking geographically requires knowing that 
the world is a set of complex ecosystems interacting at 
multiple scales that structure the spatial patterns and 
processes that in&uence our daily lives. Geographic 
reasoning brings societies and nature under the lens of 
spatial analysis, and aids in personal and societal deci-
sion making and problem solving. (CDE, 2016)
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Figure 3: Esri’s GeoInquiries are 
designed to be fast and easy-
to-use instructional resources 
that incorporate advanced web 
mapping technology. Each 
15-minute activity in a collec-
tion is intended to be presented 
by the instructor from a single 
computer/projector classroom 
arrangement. No installation, 
fees, or logins are necessary to 
use these materials and so!ware. 
For questions or concerns, email 
geoinquiries@esri.com

Collections include Human Ge-
ography, U.S. History, Environ-
mental Science, Earth Science, 
and Grade 4.

#is GeoInquiry, from the U.S. 
History collection, explores 
the spatial patterns of Native 
American lands in 1819 and 
the decrease in size of those 
lands through the current 
Native American reservations. 
Download the pdf at http://ed-
community.esri.com/Resources/
Collections/geoinquiries for the 
full GeoInquiry.
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